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Abstract 
A new and elementary proof of an old theorem is presented and an open general question is 
posed. 
The theorem below can be found in [l, 33 as a particular case, see also [2]. We 
found interesting and, to some extent, amusing that it can be proved directly by the 
elementary concepts of graph theory, unlike in the quoted papers where properties of 
the linear spaces of n x n matrices are exploited. 
Theorem. Let G = (V, E) be a complete undirected graph, V = (vO, ul, . . ., on_ 1}. If‘0 is 
a distance matrix such that all Hamiltonian cycles have equal lengths then there exists 
afunction TC: V+ R such that dij = n(vi) + n(vj)for all i,j = 0, 1, . . ..n - 1, i #j. 
Proof. Let w E V be any fixed vertex of G. Consider two edges f = (w,, w2) and 
g = (wj, wJ such that all vertices in question, i.e. w, wl, w2, wj, wq are distinct. By ei for 
i = 1,2,3,4 we denote edges ei = (w, Wi). Let H be a Hamiltonian cycle which contains 
eI,e2,g. The edges e3, e4, f do not belong to it (since together with some edges of 
H they form cycles of length less than n). However, the deletion of el,e2 and g from 
H and the insertion of e3, e4 and f results in another Hamiltonian cycle (in fact this 
exchange of a triple of edges is a particular case of the 3-opt step). For e = (Vi, Uj) E E 
let p(e) denote its length, i.e. p(e) = dij. 
From the assumption of the theorem we get the following equality: 
p(el) + &) + p(g) = A+) + p(e,) + p(f). 
Hence 
p(eJ + p(e2) - p(f) = de31 + PM - p(g). (1) 
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Similar reasoning can be carried out in the case of incident edges f and g, i.e. when one 
of the end-vertices off, say w2, coincides with an end-vertex of g, say wj, and all 
remaining vertices are distinct. Then e 2 = e3. Again we can consider a Hamiltonian 
cycle H containing ei, e2 and g. Then, obviously, these edges are consecutive in H. 
Deleting the edges e, and g, and introducing e4 andfinstead (this is a particular case 
of the 2-opt step), results in a new Hamiltonian cycle. Immediately we get the equality 
p(ei) + p(g) = p(e4) + p(f), 
and, since p(e,) = p(e,), we arrive at the same conclusion (1) as previously. 
Thus we have proved that, for every vertex w E I/ and every cycle of length 
3 containing w, say (ei, ez,f), where e, = (w, wi), e2 = (w, Uf= (w,, w,), the value 
p(el) + p(e,) - p(f) is constant and depends only on the vertex w. Let this number be 
7r0(w), i.e. 
~0(4 = p(ed + p(4 - p(f). 
Now, let e = (wi, w2) be an arbitrary edge in the graph G, and let w be any vertex, 
w # wi, w # w2. Denotef= (w, wi), g = ( w, w2). From the first part of the proof we 
obtain in particular these two relations: 
p(e) + p(f) - p(g) = HO, p(e) - p(f) + p(g) = ~o(wJ. 
After adding these equalities one can easily see that the function rr = ino conforms to 
the conclusion of the theorem. 0 
Let us stress the fact that the completeness of the graph in question is essential for 
the proof, since it assures the existence of the appropriate Hamiltonian cycles. In the 
proofs given in [l-3] this assumption is crucial, too. 
In the general case of noncomplete graphs a distance matrix has well defined entries 
only if they correspond to the edges of the graph. Otherwise they can be fixed as + CD , 
for instance. We state the following problem. 
Problem. Characterize the class of graphs which have the property described as 
follows: for every distance matrix D such that all Hamiltonian cycles have equal 
lengths there exists a function n: V-+ R such that either dij = n(Ui) + X(Vj) or 
dij = + Co. 
From the Theorem we know that complete graphs belong to this class. A trivial 
observation is that a necessary condition for a graph to be in that class is that every 
edge in E belongs to some Hamiltonian cycle. Nevertheless, the problem still remains 
nontrivial, as can be seen from the following simple but striking example. 
Example. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with 1 E 1 = 1 VI = n, V = { uo, ul, . . . , v, _ 1 >, consist- 
ing of exactly one cycle, and all its edges belong to this cycle. Then, evidently, all 
Hamiltonian cycles in G have equal lengths for every corresponding distance matrix 
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D. We shall distinguish two cases: n odd and even, separately. Let us suppose that 
a matrix D is given, and there is a function rc : V-+ R such that di,i+ 1 = X(Ui) + X(t;i+ 1) 
for i = 0, . . . . n - 1 (addition of indices is meant to be modulo n). An easy calculation 
shows that the following holds 
n-1 
1 ( -l)‘di,i+l = 7c(u(J + ( -l)“_ 17c(210). (2) 
i=o 
(a) n even; from the equality (2) we have 
n-1 
C ( -l)‘di,i+l = 0. 
i=O 
Obviously this conclusion is not true in general. It follows that graphs which are 
cycles of even number of edges do not belong to the class defined in the statement of 
the problem above. 
(b) n odd; then we obtain from (2) 
n-1 
izo ( -lJidi,i+ 1 = 271(uO)~ 
hence z(vo) = f I;;,’ ( -l)‘&+ 1. Therefore, in this case the value of rr(uo), as well as 
the remaining values of 7c, is uniquely determined for a given distance matrix D. It 
follows that cycles of odd number of edges are members of the family of graphs defined 
above. 
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